NATEL® easy liberty.
Offer price
Offer price per month

CHF 0.–

Data transmission
Price for data transmission

CHF 0.10/10 kB

Public Wireless LAN

separate billing

Telephony
Connection price for telephony and video telephony to the domestic

CHF 0.80

Domestic call (CH and LI) to another provider’s mobile phone network,
per minute (24/7)

CHF 0.70

Incoming domestic calls (CH and LI) and Free
calls routed to your own COMBOX®

free

SMS/MMS
SMS
MMS

CHF 0.20
CHF 0.30 to CHF 1.20

Other price
Call routing

CHF 0.80

Automatic call back from COMBOX®

CHF 0.80

Automatic call back from COMBOX®

CHF 0.70

Data/fax transmission and fax printouts from COMBOX®

CHF 0.70

One-off SIM card price

CHF 19.90

Billing in blocks of 10 kB

Swisscom mobile network, fixed network and COMBOX®* (CH and LI) Per call up
to a max. of 60 minutes; CHF 0.80 for every additional 60 minutes (24/7)

Calls are charged based on full/part units of time in CHF 0.10 blocks.

to a domestic number (CH and LI), per minute (24/7)
to the domestic Swisscom mobile network and fixed network (CH and LI), per hour (24/7)
the domestic mobile network of another service provider (CH and LI), per minute (24/7)
Per minute (24/7)

Initial card incl. calling credit of CHF 20
Replacement card

CHF 40.–

* Domestic calls under five seconds to COMBOX® are free (excl. business numbers).
NATEL® liberty offers apply only to normal voice telephony and normal data transmission in Switzerland. After appropriate prior notice,
we reserve the right, at any time, to allocate you to a different NATEL® service, or to limit the transmission speed (download/upload.) This
applies in particular if you use the SIM card for machine-machine, direct dial, permanent and back-up connections and applications, as
well as when you regularly use services with very high data volumes.

